Who is on your
ESTATE?

Addressing the unique needs of

ESTATES

Simple and scalable
Good management and security plays an
important part in the decision to buy into a
residential estate or complex. Linked to this is
the ability to effectively manage access into
the estate.
A cornerstone of any security solution is an
access control system. With over 30 years’
experience in the industry, Impro’s systems
provide integrated and scalable solutions
to meet your needs both today and in the
future – adding up to unrivalled cost savings.
Who’s on site?
The primary goal for an access control
system is to define who can access areas in
the estate. To simplify this task, Access Portal
enables you to simply customise groups
of people, for example, residents or their
employees, contractors, estate employees, or
guests. You can have as many custom groups
as your site requires, standard out the box.
This gives you the people, but what about
their associated assets, such as vehicles, or
perhaps pets? When a parking violation has
occurred, or a pet is found wandering, you
need to quickly identify the owner. Again,
easily achieved through the ability to link
specific items to individuals or groups – now
finding the owner of Fido is a simple click of
a mouse.

Biometrics
Biometrics provide an additional security
layer in an estate as they can’t be lent, lost or
copied. Devices include fingerprint, no touch
hand and facial recognition.
Visitor and contractor management
Access Portal offers add-on products to
manage visitors and contractors, such as
visitor book to do away with the traditional
paper system, Visitor Portal for a more holistic
approach, as well as integrated handheld
devices for scanning vehicle and drivers
licenses, or handheld biometric devices.
The system is also compatible with a variety
of leading systems in the market.
Integrating systems
Access Portal offers an unrivalled flexibility,
where other systems and products can
be quickly integrated into the access
control. This could be visitor and contractor
management products, video management
and CCTV systems, or intrusion alarms.
Communal facilities
Many estates have communal facilities
which can be booked or rented out. In such

instances, Access Portal is able to limit users
to the authorized people for that period, for
example the squash courts, or a party at the
clubhouse. In the case of damage to shared
facilities, Access Portal is also able to report
on who was using the facility at that time.
Access zones
Access Portal enables the creation of zones,
to ring fence certain areas of large estates.
This enables an estate to limit access into a
particular zone, but not the overall estate –
resulting in reduced risk and, in the case of an
emergency, the ability to lockdown specific
zones without inconveniencing the entire
estate.
Mobile phones are the new “key”
We’re all very aware of where our cellphone
is and the device has become a part of
everyday life. Within access control mobile
phones provide a new level of convenience.
Residents are able to use their cellphone and
virtual credentials to enter the estate, in place
of the traditional tag.
Estate and security managers can also
manage the site through their mobile phone
– giving true 24/7 access no matter where
you are.

Streamlining vehicles

COMPLETE SOLUTION
FOR YOUR ACCESS
CONTROL NEEDS

Most estates face the challenge of vehicle
lanes becoming clogged, especially when
a few vehicles arrive at the same time.
Technology can reduce this problem, with
the use of ANPR (automatic number plate
recognition) as the boom automatically
opens for registered vehicles; no stopping to
present a tag. Dual tags can also be used for
enhanced protection, where the driver and
vehicle tags must be identified before the
boom will open.

• Software that is easy to use and
can be customised to your unique
needs, straight off the shelf

Futureproof technology

• Credentials in various forms such
as tag, keyfob, card, remote or
virtual (mobile phone)

Access control is a significant investment
for any estate. With Access Portal your
investment is secured into the future, as new
releases incorporate additional features or
products with a quick and easy update.
Proudly South African
Impro’s solutions are proudly home-grown.
We design, manufacture and ship our
solutions from Durban in South Africa. By
supporting Impro, you’re supporting the
country and creating positive economic
impacts and job opportunities.

• Hardware providing true plug
and play functionality, with offline
functionality

• Support available 24-hours a day
• Training available at our
dedicated training centres, or on
site at your estate
• Client services for project
specification and guidance
• No quibble warranty in South
Africa
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